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PAPER

Using MathML Parallel Markup Corpora for Semantic Enrichment
of Mathematical Expressions

Minh-Quoc NGHIEM†a), Giovanni YOKO KRISTIANTO††b), Nonmembers, and Akiko AIZAWA†††c), Member

SUMMARY This paper explores the problem of semantic enrichment
of mathematical expressions. We formulate this task as the translation of
mathematical expressions from presentation markup to content markup.
We use MathML, an application of XML, to describe both the structure
and content of mathematical notations. We apply a method based on sta-
tistical machine translation to extract translation rules automatically. This
approach contrasts with previous research, which tends to rely on manually
encoded rules. We also introduce segmentation rules used to segment math-
ematical expressions. Combining segmentation rules and translation rules
strengthens the translation system and archives significant improvements
over a prior rule-based system.
key words: semantic enrichment, MathML markup, statistical machine
translation

1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The semantic enrichment of mathematical documents is
among the most significant areas of discussion related to
the digitization of mathematical and scientific content and
its applications. The challenge entails associating seman-
tic tags, usually concepts, with mathematical expressions.
Encoding the underlying mathematical meaning of an ex-
pression confers several benefits: (1) It facilitate more pre-
cise information exchange between systems that process
mathematical objects; (2) It improves search accuracy by
enabling semantic searching of mathematical expressions;
(3) It also benefits computer algebra systems, automated
reasoning systems, and multi-lingual translation systems.

1.2 Challenges

As with natural language, the semantic enrichment of math-
ematical expressions is a nontrivial task. Although more
rigorous than natural language, mathematical notations are
ambiguous, context-dependent, and vary from community
to community. The difficulty in inferring semantics from a
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presentation stems from the many-to-many potential map-
pings from presentation to semantic [1]. Examples include
binomial coefficients, which can be presented in varying no-
tations: C(n, k), nCk, nCk, Ck

n, Cn
k . Moreover, each notation

can have other author-dependent meanings aside from the
binomial coefficient itself.

This paper introduces an automatic semantic enrich-
ment method for mathematical statements to analyze and
disambiguate mathematical terms. We use MathML [1] Pre-
sentation Markup to display mathematical expressions and
MathML Content Markup to convey mathematical mean-
ing. The semantic enrichment task then becomes the task
of generating Content MathML outputs from Presentation
MathML expressions.

1.3 Limitations of Prior Work

Prior attempts to address this problem include Snuggle-
TeX [2] and LaTeXML [3]. These systems use handwritten
rule-based methods for disambiguation and translation. Two
issues limit these solutions: (1) As handwritten rule-based
systems, these systems require mathematical knowledge and
human involvement; (2) These systems remain at the ex-
perimental stage due to difficulties with processing complex
mathematical symbols and due to the wide-ranging nature
of mathematical expressions.

1.4 Our Approach

This paper proposes an approach based on Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) [4] techniques. In the proposed
framework, the underlying mathematical meaning of an ex-
pression is inferred from the probability distribution p(c|p)
that a semantic expression c is the translation of presentation
expression p. The probability distribution is automatically
calculated given parallel markup MathML data which con-
tains both Presentation and Content MathML markup for
a single expression. The data used in this study was col-
lected from the Wolfram Functions Site [5] (WFS). We also
prepared other parallel markup MathML data by annotating
mathematical expressions drawn from 20 papers from the
ACL Anthology Reference Corpus [6] (ACL-ARC).

We performed a ten-fold cross validation on mathe-
matical expressions from the six categories of the Wolfram
Functions Site. This experiment evaluated the effectiveness
of our learning method. We performed another experiment
to assess the correlation between systems performance and
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training set size. We found that increasing the size of the
training data boosts systems performance. We compared
our method to prior work [2] using a data set collected from
ACL-ARC scientific papers. We found that our approach
yields improvements in the mathematics semantic enrich-
ment problem, generating fewer errors and outperforming
previous work.

1.5 Key Contributions

This paper provides contributions in two main areas:

• First, this research is a first attempt to apply machine
translation techniques to the problem of mathematical
semantic enrichment. Our experimental results showed
that the proposed framework can successfully handle
many practical instances of the semantic enrichment
that was not possible with conventional rule-based sys-
tems.

• Second, the system gains mathematical knowledge
(i.e., symbols meanings, structural relationships) auto-
matically during the training process. As long as we
have training data available, the system is easily up-
dated and augmented. Since new notations continue
to arise, fast, automatic updates are key to the useful-
ness of any system. SMT-based method only needs to
learn parallel corpus to generate a translation engine.
In contrast, a rule-based system needs a great deal of
knowledge external to the corpus that only mathemati-
cal experts can generate. Making such parallel data is
easier than making new translation rules, based on our
experience.

Additionally, we introduce a metric (the Tree Edit Dis-
tance Rate) for evaluating the quality of the tree machine-
translated from one markup language to another. Using this
metric, we can avoid human judgments of evaluation which
are expensive and noisy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sections 2 and 3 provide a brief overview of the background
and related work on semantic enrichment of mathematical
expressions. Section 4 presents our method. Section 5 de-
scribes the experimental setup and results. Section 6 con-
cludes the paper and points to avenues for future work.

2. Markup Languages for Mathematical Formulas

A special markup is required to represent mathematical for-
mulas, since mathematical formulas contain both mathemat-
ical symbols and structures. Until recently, mathematical
formulas have been presented on the Web as images. While
this approach requires no markup language to decode, the
resulting presentation is hard to process. One way of deal-
ing with mathematical formulas presented in this format is
to convert them by optical character recognition into another
text-based format. One example is InftyReader [7].

TEX has been widely used to encode mathematical for-
mulas in scientific documents. TEX provides a text syntax

for mathematical formulas so that authors can typeset equa-
tions in their papers by themselves. A formula is printed as
a person would write it by hand, or as a person would type-
set the equation. On certain web pages, such as Wikipedia,
formulas are displayed in both image and TEX formats.

The best-known open markup format for representing
mathematical formulas for the web is MathML [1], a for-
mat recommended by the W3C Math Working Group as a
standard to represent mathematical expressions. MathML is
an XML application for describing mathematical notations
and encoding mathematical content within a text format.
MathML has two types of encoding: content-based encod-
ing, called Content MathML, which addresses the meaning
of formulas; and presentation-based encoding, called Pre-
sentation MathML, which addresses the display of formulas.
The presentation elements of Presentation MathML are di-
vided into two classes: token elements and layout schemata.
Token elements represent identifier names, function names,
numbers, and so forth. Layout schemata build expressions
from parts. Figure 2 (a) shows the illustration trees for the
Presentation and Content Markup of the expression sin( π6 ) =
1
2 . Other markups are available beyond MathML, including
eqn [8], OpenOffice.org Math [9], ASCIIMathML [10], and
OpenMath [11]. All these markups can be converted into
MathML using freely available tools [12].

We chose to use MathML markup for the following
reasons:

• Since its release in 1997, MathML has grown to be-
come a general format that enables mathematics to be
served, received, and processed in a wide range of ap-
plications.

• MathML can be used to encode both mathematical no-
tation and mathematical content.

• Large collections of formulas are already available in
MathML, and access to these collections is relatively
easy.

3. Related Work

3.1 Semantic Enrichment for Mathematical Formulas

Few studies have addressed the semantic enrichment prob-
lem. In this section, we list some of the work on interpreting
the meaning of mathematical expressions.

Grigole et al. [13] proposed an approach to understand
mathematical expressions based on the text surrounding the
mathematical expressions. The main concept underlying
this approach is to use the surrounding text for disambigua-
tion based on word sense disambiguation and lexical sim-
ilarities. First, a local context C (five nouns preceding a
target mathematical expression) is found in each sentence.
For each noun, the system identifies a Term Cluster (derived
from the OpenMath Content Dictionary). The highest se-
mantic scores obtained are weighted, summed up, and nor-
malized by the length of the considered context. The Term
Cluster with the highest similarity score is assigned as the
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Fig. 1 System framework.

interpretation. When this approach was evaluated for 451
manually annotated mathematical expressions, the best re-
sult was an F0.5 score of 68.26. To address the meanings
of mathematical formulas, Nghiem et al. [14] proposed an
approach for extracting names or descriptions of formulas
from the natural language text. The most accurate extrac-
tion result using data from Wikipedia was 68.33 percent.

Two other current projects address the semantic inter-
pretation of mathematical expressions. The first project is
the SnuggleTeX [2], which provides a free and open-source
Java library for converting fragments of LaTeX into XML,
including Content MathML. The other project is Lama-
pun [15]. This project investigates semantic enrichment,
structural semantics, and ambiguity resolution in mathemat-
ical corpora. The project uses LaTeXML [3] to convert from
LaTeX to MathML. Unfortunately, no evaluations of these
systems have been made to date.

For the generation of Content MathML, SnuggleTeX
uses a set of manually encoded transformation rules. The
current version supports operators that are the same as
ASCIIMathML. For example, it uses the ASCII string “\in”
instead of the symbol “∈”. Unlike SnuggleTeX, LaTeXML
does not provide a direct way to generate Content MathML
from Presentation MathML.

3.2 Application of Statistical Machine Translation

Statistical machine translation (SMT) [4], [16]–[18] is by far
the most widely studied machine translation method. SMT
uses a very large data set of good translations that is, a cor-
pus of texts already translated into another language. It uses
these texts to automatically infer a statistical model of trans-
lation. The statistical model is then applied to new texts to
derive a translation. Word Alignment-based Semantic Pars-
ing [19] applies MT techniques to learn semantic parsers.
The basic idea is to use SMT to learn to translate from
natural language to meaning representation language. A
word alignment model is used for lexical acquisition, and a
syntax-based translation model is used as the parsing model.
This study shows SMT can be applied successfully to se-
mantic parsing.

4. Proposed System

4.1 System Overview

We applied the same framework as SMT systems here. We
use the parallel markup expressions to automatically infer a
statistical model of translation (rules for translation and their
probabilities). The statistical model is then applied to new
expressions to derive a translation. Figure 1 gives the system
framework. The system has two phases, a training phase and
a running phase, and consists of three main modules.

• Preprocessing: Processes MathML expressions. It re-
moves error expressions and XML tags that convey no
meaning.

• Rule Extraction: Extracts rules for translation, given
the training data. We establish two types of rules: seg-
mentation rules and translation rules. Each rule is as-
sociated with its probability.

• Content MathML Generation: Generates Content
MathML expressions from input Presentation MathML
expressions using rules from the Rule Extraction step.

4.2 Preprocessing

In MathML Presentation Markup, certain elements are used
for formatting purposes only: the mtext and mspace tags are
used to insert a space between expressions. Some mtable
tags are used to number the mathematical expressions. A
pair of parentheses indicates that the expressions in the
parentheses belong together. We removed these elements
in specific cases where the structure encodes the same in-
formation. Keeping these elements can produce misleading
results. Figure 2 (b) illustrates an example of this step.

Expressions with more than 200 nodes in their Content
Markup are removed for simplification.

The data contains expressions that convey the same
meaning, but their Content MathML are written in differ-
ent ways. To improve the alignment results, we normalized
two expressions having the same content meaning on the
Content MathML side. Currently, we implemented these
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Fig. 2 (a) Original Presentation and Content MathML Markup tree representations (b) preprocessed
trees and the alignment between the nodes (c) segmentation process.

three cases in our system: (1) sqrt(X) and X
1
2 , (2) X −Y and

X + (−Y), and (3) 1
X and X−1.

4.3 Extracting Rules

We extracted two sets of rules: segmentation rules and trans-
lation rules. Segmentation rules are used to segment Pre-

sentation MathML trees into smaller subtrees. Translation
rules are used to translate Presentation MathML trees into
Content MathML trees. Segmentation rules and translation
rules operate the same as “grammar rules” and “rule table”
in SMT systems.
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4.3.1 Extracting Segmentation Rules

We proposed segmentation rules to divide a large Presenta-
tion MathML tree into smaller subtrees while maintaining
alignment with their corresponding Content MathML trees.
Long sentences pose a common problem for SMT. System
training with long sentence pairs requires more memory and
CPU time. The translation quality is also low due to poorly
aligned words in long sentence pairs. In our study, 151.2
nodes is the average length of mathematical expressions in
the dataset (counting only the leaf nodes). The 30.66 aver-
age node is still high, even after removing expressions with
more than 200 nodes in their Content Markup. Long mathe-
matical expressions must be segmented into shorter ones.
Note that segmenting MathML expressions is easier than
segmenting natural language sentences since the structural
information is explicitly encoded using XML.

For a given mathematical expression pair (p, c), we
have p1, p2, . . . , pn as subtrees of p and c1, c2, . . . , cm as sub-
trees of c. A segmentation of (p, c) is defined as a sequence
of subtree pairs (ps1 , c1), (ps2 , c2), . . . , (psm , cm), where ps1 ,
ps2 , . . . , psm are corresponding subtrees of c1, c2, . . . , cm.

To achieve segmentation, we use GIZA++ [20] to ob-
tain alignment between the leaf nodes of Presentation and
Content MathML trees. Figure 2 (b) shows an example of
this alignment. We extract Segmentation Rules based on
this alignment. For each Content MathML subtree ci, the
corresponding Presentation MathML subtree psi is the sub-
tree satisfying the following condition:

psi = arg max
j

P(p j|ci, a) (1)

P(p j|ci, a) is calculated by obtaining the ratio of num-
ber of alignments between p j and ci to the total of alignment
in a, where variable a represents the alignments between p
and c.

P(p j|ci, a) =
count[a(p j, ci)]

|a| (2)

We apply the following constraint: distinct Presenta-
tion subtrees cannot be aligned with the same Content sub-
tree. The only exception is the case of operators. Many
identical operators subtrees in a Presentation subtree can be
aligned with one Content subtree. We make this allowance
because the Content function can have more than two argu-
ments, while the Presentation operator permits only two. A
segmentation that does not satisfy this constraint is invalid.
A segmentation rule is created each time we segment the
tree. Each segmentation rule is associated with a probability
which represents how likely it is that the right-hand side of
the rule will happen given the left-hand side.

Figure 2 (c) shows an example of segmentation process
and extracted segmentation rules. Table 1 gives examples of
segmentation rules. In the table, the numbers, such as [1],
represent corresponding Presentation and Content markup
subtrees.

Table 1 Examples of segmentation rules extracted from Wolfram
Functions Site dataset.

Segmentation Rule Probability
mrow { mrow[1] mo(=)[0] msup[2] } 1
→ apply { eq[0] apply[1] apply[2] }
mrow { mrow[1] mo( /; )[0] mrow[2] } 0.9998
→ apply { ci( Condition )[0] apply[1] apply[2] }
mrow { mrow[1] mo( = )[0] mrow[2] } 0.9946
→ apply { eq[0] apply[1] apply[2] }
mrow { mrow[1] mo( ∝ )[0] mrow[2] } 0.9511
→ apply { ci( Proportional )[0] apply[1] apply[2] }
mrow { msup[1] mo( . )[0] mrow[2] } 0.8582
→ apply { times[0] apply[1] apply[2] }

Table 2 Examples of translation rules extracted from Wolfram Functions
Site dataset.

Translation Rule Probability
< mo > . < /mo >→ < times/ > 1
< mo > ∈ < /mo >→ < in/ > 1
< mi > m < /mi >→ < ci > m < /ci > 1
< mo > /; < /mo >→ < ci > Condition < /ci > 0.9998
< mo > = < /mo >→ < eq/ > 0.9993
< mi > n < /mi >→ < ci > n < /ci > 0.9941
< mo > - < /mo >→ < minus/ > 0.9431
< mo > - < /mo >→ < plus/ > 0.0566
< mo > + < /mo >→ < plus/ > 0.9995

4.3.2 Extracting Translation Rules

If we cannot segment the subtree or if the segmentation is
invalid, we extract a translation rule. Translation rules are
used to translate a Presentation tree directly into a Con-
tent tree. Each translation rule is also associated with its
frequency of occurrence throughout the training process.
Training halts when no expressions can be segmented. Al-
gorithm 1 gives the pseudo code for extracting the rules.
Function “UpdateProbability” uses Eq. (2) to calculate the
probability of each rule. Function “GetTranslationRule” and
“GetSegmentationRule” extract the appropriate rules from
the traning sample. Function “ExtractRule” calls ifself re-
cursively until the subtree cannot be segmented anymore.
Table 2 shows examples of translation rules. Note that the
rule <mo>-</mo>→ <plus/> is a legal translation rule but
its probability is low. The rule is extracted from those ex-
pressions which contain addition of 3 or more terms, i.e.
X−Y +Z (plus between X and −Y and Z), these expressions
were not normalized in the preprocessing step. Alignment
errors or segmentation errors can also lead to wrong rule
extraction.

4.4 Content MathML Generation

We apply segmentation rules and translation rules for the
translation at this step. Given a Presentation MathML tree,
the system will generate a corresponding Content MathML
tree. We use a greedy translation method here to reduce
translation time. If more than two rules can be applied to
translate a tree, the rule with higher probability is chosen.
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Fig. 3 Translation of sin−1 1
2 =

π
6 . When the term <mi>sin</mi> is accompanied by

<mrow><mo>-</mo><mn>1</mn></mrow>, the system can correctly translated it to <arcsin/>.

Algorithm 1 Extract Translation Rules and Segmentation
Rules
Input: set of training MathML files parallel markup M
Output: list of segmentation rules S R

list of translation rules TR
function EXTRACTRULES(M)

S R← ∅
TR← ∅
A = ALIGN(M) � alignments of nodes (output of GIZA++)
for all m ∈ M do

EXTRACTRULE(m,A,S R,TR)
end forreturn S R,TR

end function

function EXTRACTRULE(m,A,S R,TR)
tr = GetTranslationRule(m) � Extract the translation rule
if TR contains tr then

UpdateProbability(TR)
else

TR← TR ∪ {tr}
end if
sr = GetSegmentationRule(m) � Extract the segmentation rule
if S R contains sr then

UpdateProbability(S R)
else

S R← S R ∪ {sr}
end if
let subTrees[1 .. N] be subtrees of m
for i = 1→ N do

EXTRACTRULE(subTrees[i],A,S R,TR)
� Extract rules of each subtree

end for
end function

The translation process is as follows: First, we apply
the same preprocess module on the Presentation MathML
tree. The difference here is that we remove only non-
semantic elements. Second, if the processed tree can be
translated using translation rules, then apply the rule for
translation. If not, the segmentation rule is applied to seg-
ment the tree into subtrees. If no rule can be applied, return
a translation error. Third, the translation rules are applied
to translate the Presentation MathML subtrees into Content
MathML subtrees. Finally, the translated Content MathML
subtrees are grouped to form the complete Content MathML
tree.

Algorithm 2 Translate Presentation to Content MathML
tree
Input: Presentation MathML tree preTree

segmentation rules S R
translation rules TR

Output: Content MathML tree contentTree
function TRANSLATE(preTree)

rule1← GetBestRule(preTree, TR)
if rule1 � null then

return Apply(tRule, preTree)
end if
rule2← GetBestRule(preTree, SR)
if rule2 � null then

let pSub[1 .. N] be subtrees of preTree
let cSub[1 .. N] be new contentTree
for i = 1→ N do

cS ub[i] = TRANSLATE((pSub[i]))
end for
return RebuildTree(cSub, sRule)

� combines cSub based on the segmentation rule
else

return < cerror/ >
end if

end function

Algorithm 2 gives the translation algorithm. The
“GetBestRule” function searches for the rule with highest
probability in the rule list. The “Apply” function applies a
translation rule to a Presentation MathML tree and returns
the translated Content MathML tree. The “RebuildTree”
function combines the translated subtrees into a complete
tree based on the alignment indexes in the segmentation rule.
In some cases, we were unable to apply any of the segmen-
tation or translation rules, generally due to unseen data. For
those cases, the system ignored the root of the subtree and
translated its children. This would generate errors at the root
of the subtree but improve overall performance. We also ap-
plied some heuristic translations to translate numbers and
identifiers in the mn and mi tags.

Using the proposed approach, the system is capable
of handling ambiguous cases. Figure 3 shows an dis-
ambiguation example. Normally the term <mi>sin</mi>
is translated to <sin/> but when it is accompanied by
<mrow><mo>-</mo><mn>1</mn></mrow>, the system
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can correctly translated it to <arcsin/>.

5. Experimental Results and Discussions

5.1 Evaluation Setup

We used two datasets for the experiments: (1) The first
dataset is WFS and contains mathematical expressions col-
lected from the Wolfram Functions site [5], a site created
as a resource for educational, mathematical, and scientific
communities. The site contains the world’s most encyclo-
pedic collection of information on mathematical functions.
All formulas on this site are available in both Presentation
MathML and Content MathML format. In our experiments,
we chose six categories that contains 205,653 mathematical
expressions in total. (2) The second dataset is ACL An-
thology Reference Corpus [6] (ACL-ARC) which contains
mathematical expressions extracted from scientific papers in
the area of Computational Linguistics and Language Tech-
nology. This corpus is also a target corpus of the math-
ematical formula recognition task in The ACL 2012 Con-
tributed Task [21]. Currently, we use mathematical expres-
sions drawn from 20 papers to investigate the cross-domain
applicability of the proposed method. We have manually
annotated all mathematical expressions in these papers with
both Presentation Markup and Content Markup. The total
number of mathematical expressions in the data set is 2,065.
Table 3 gives various statistics for these datasets.

We used the default parameter setting of GIZA++ to
obtain the alignments between Presentation MathML terms
and Content MathML terms.

5.2 Evaluation Methodology

Training and testing were performed using ten-fold cross-
validation. For each category, we partitioned the original
corpus into ten subsets. Of the ten subsets, we retained a
single subset as validation data for testing the model, using
the remaining subsets as training data. The cross-validation
process was repeated ten times, with each of the ten subsets
used exactly once as validation data. The ten results from
the folds then averaged to produce a single estimate. In both
datasets, we used formula-wise partition.

Given a Presentation MathML expression e, let A is the
correct Content MathML tree and B is the output tree of the
automatic translation. We evaluate the correctness of tree

Table 3 Data statistics. The first six categories were collected from the
Wolfram Functions site. The last was extracted from 20 ACL papers.

Category No. of math
expressions

Bessel-TypeFunctions 1,960
Constants 709
ElementaryFunctions 30,220
GammaBetaErf 2,895
IntegerFunctions 1,612
Polynomials 1,489
ACL-ARC 2,065

B by comparing it directly to tree A. In the experiments,
we extended the conventional definition of Translation Edit
Rate and applied a specific metric that combines the follow-
ing:

• Tree Edit Distance [22]: The tree edit distance is the
minimal cost of transforming A into B using edit op-
erations. Three types of edit operations are possible:
substituting, inserting, or deleting a node.

• Translation Edit Rate [23]: The translation edit rate is
an error metric for machine translation that measures
the number of edits required to change a system output
into one of the references.

We call the new metric the Tree Edit Distance Rate
(TEDR). TEDR is defined as the ratio of (1) the minimal
cost of transforming tree A into another tree B using edit
operations and (2) the maximum number of nodes of A and
B. It can be computed using Eq. (3).

T EDR(A→ B) =
T ED(A, B)
max{|A|, |B|} (3)

For example, Fig. 4 depicts an output tree (A) and a
reference (B). Compared to the reference tree, we must
substitute 1 node, insert 3 nodes, and delete 0 node in
the output tree, so that T ED(A, B) = 4, while the max-
imum number of nodes of the two trees is 8. Therefore,
T EDR(A → B) = 4

8 = 0.5. T EDR = 0 is optimal for this
metric.

Besides TEDR, we used Perfect Translation Rate
(PTR). PTR is simply the percentage of perfectly translated
expressions.

5.3 Experimental Results

First, we investigated the coverage of segmentation and
translation rules which were automatically extracted from
the training data. We used the data from the Elementary
Functions category, the largest category. Segmentation and
translation rules are effective in 98.69% of translation cases.
The rest 1.31% is where we cannot apply any segmenta-
tion nor translation rule, which will generate cerror node.
Translation rules are used twice as often as segmentation
rules. Translation rules contribute 65.62% of the translation,
while segmentation rules contribute about 33.07%. The ac-
curacy of these rules is 99.13% and 98.3%, respectively.

Fig. 4 Example of an output tree (A) and a reference (B).
T EDR(A→ B) = 0.5.
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Table 4 Results for each category of the Wolfram Functions Site data.
The second and third columns show the average number of segmentation
rules and translation rules extracted on each fold, respectively. The two last
columns show TEDR and PTR scores.

Category Avg. No. Avg. No. TEDR PTR
of FR of TR

Bessel-TypeFunctions 447 9,432 42.31 19.24
Constants 258 1,116 42.35 18.67
ElementaryFunctions 937 12,286 8.00 67.48
GammaBetaErf 658 8,594 49.30 15.9
IntegerFunctions 431 2,667 41.03 23.2
Polynomials 457 4,464 45.73 13.04

Fig. 5 Correlation between TEDR and PTR scores and training set size.

(This value is calculated by the ratio of the correct rules ap-
plied to the total rules applied.) The results show that the
coverage of segmentation and translation rules is high and
selected rules are mostly correct.

We then investigated the translation quality of the sys-
tem with different categories. For the WFS dataset, our
experimental results in Table 4 showed our approach gave
good results: an 8% TEDR score with a large training data
set (“Elementary Functions” category). For smaller data sets
(fewer than 3,000 training samples), the results vary from
41% to 49% TEDR.

Third, we set up an experiment using mathematical ex-
pressions in the Elementary Functions category. This exper-
iment investigated the correlation between translation qual-
ity and the size of the training data set. We used a fixed set of
3,022 expressions for testing. The size of the training data
varied from 3,022 to 27,198 expressions. Figure 5 shows
the correlation between translation quality and training set
size. The larger the training data, the better the results. The
evaluation also shows that 15,000 training examples are in-
sufficient to achieve stable results (fewer than 10% TEDR).

Finally, we set up an experiment to compare our sys-
tem to SnuggleTeX using ACL-ARC dataset†. We set up
two systems, SMT-1 used ACL-ARC data for training and
testing while SMT-2 used WFS data for training and ACL-
ARC data for testing. Table 5 shows the TEDR and PTR
scores of our systems compared to SnuggleTeX. SMT-2

Table 5 Results for ACL-ARC data. SMT-1 used ACL-ARC data, ten-
fold cross-validation. SMT-2 used the rules extracted from Wolfram Func-
tions Site Data.

TEDR PTR
SMT-1 58.63 47.12
SMT-2 63.65 35.17
SnuggleTeX 91.32 30.77

system had a 27.67% lower TEDR score and a 4.4% higher
PTR score compared to SnuggleTeX. For this cross-domain
setting, SMT-based method is advantageous, and even more
when the datasets belong to the same domain. SMT-1 sys-
tem had a 32.69% lower TEDR score and a 16.35% higher
PTR score compared to SnuggleTeX, while running times
of both systems were more or less equivalent. However, our
systems needed to learn the rules from the training data in
advance. The result of SMT-1 is higher than the result of
SMT-2 because this system took advantage of the manually
annotated training data of papers from the ACL archive.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper discussed the problems posed by the seman-
tic enrichment of mathematical expressions. Our results
show an approach based on statistical machine translation
for translating Presentation MathML expressions into Con-
tent MathML expressions represents a significant improve-
ment over a prior rule-based system. Mathematical nota-
tions are context-dependent, so to generate the correct se-
mantic output, we must consider not just the surrounding
expressions but also the document containing the notations.
In the scope of this paper, we considered only the first kind
of context information. This being merely a first attempt
at translation from Presentation to Content MathML using
machine learning methods, room for improvement certainly
remains. Potential improvements include the following:

• Expanding training data so the system can cover more
mathematical notations from different categories.

• Incorporating the information implicit in surrounding
mathematical expressions; for example, definitions or
other mathematical expressions.

• Improving alignment accuracy. Alignment errors can
generate errors in the subsequent steps of the transla-
tion, such as rule extraction.

Our approach, which combines automatic extraction
of segmentation rules and translation rules, shows promise.
Experimental results confirm it should aid in the automatic
understanding of mathematical expressions. This, however,
is merely a first step. Many important issues remain for fu-
ture study. Our system currently handles a limited range of
mathematical notations. Future efforts should seek to ex-
pand the systems capacity to handle all mathematical nota-
tions.

†SnuggleTeX cannot be used with the WFS dataset because the
WFS dataset contains a large number of Unicode symbols while
SnuggleTeX provides very limited support.
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